
The Preposition 

 

 

 

 

A preposition is a word used to express the relationship a substantive employs with its verb, 

adjective or another substantive. The word preposition comes from the Latin praepōnere 

meaning “to put before,” or “place before;” since normally the preposition is placed before the 

substantive. It should be noted that although the preposition is used before a substantive, it 

modifies verbs, nouns, or adjectives. Some grammarians speak of prepositions as extended 

adverbs, in that they frequently modify verbs and tell how, when, where, & etc.
1
      

Prepositions show direction and location of action, and are used to bring out more clearly 

the idea of the case. As can be seen in the basic function of the noun’s form, some prepositions 

are “built into” the case, but prepositions express the relation of the verb to the noun. 

Prepositions became so widely used that some of the cases have disappeared in Modern Greek.
2
 

To see how this works, consider the example: “and Jesus went out from the temple,” which is 

written in Matthew 24:1 as, kai ejxelqwn oJ   jIhsou'ß ejporeueto  ajpo tou' iJerou',  but can be 

written without the preposition ajpo as, kai ejxelqwn oJ   jIhsou'ß ejporeueto tou' iJerou'. 

 

Prepositions in Compound Words 

Prepositions are popular in compound words, particularly verbs of motion (e.g., I come, go). For 

example, using the basic word έρχοµαι, “I come, go,” and adding a preposition makes the 

compound απέρχοµαι, which means, “I go away.” Others are, διέρχοµαι, “I go through;”  

είσέρχοµαι “I go into, enter;” εξέρχοµαι, “I go out of;” προσέρχοµαι, “I come to, go to;” or 

συνέρχοµαι “I come with.”   

This usage may serve to be more precise in direction or location, and sometimes serves to 

intensify the meaning of the verb.  Nearly every preposition may be prefixed to a word in order 

to add a new idea to the original word or modify it in some way.   
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Prepositions and case 

Prepositions are normally divided into one, two, and three case uses. I have listed them here that 

way, and furthermore, this organization helps to get the basic meaning of its interaction with the 

case. This classification, however, should not serve as absolute. Dr. Robertson well observes,  

It is very difficult, therefore, to make any adequate division of the prepositions by 

the cases. There were indeed in early Greek two with one case, eight with two, 

and eight with three cases. But the point to observe is that the usage varies greatly 

in the course of the centuries and in different regions, not to say in the vernacular 

and in the literary style. Besides, each preposition had its own history and every 

writer his own idiosyncrasies.
3
   

For the most part one can take the root meaning of the preposition as it stands, but since its root 

meanings accumulated over the years, one must examine the context to understand how it was 

used by the author. Some helpful advice is given as follows: 

• Dr. Wallace notes, “Whenever any of the oblique cases [cases other that nominative or 

vocative] follows a preposition, you should examine the use of the preposition, rather 

than the case usage, to determine the possible nuances involved.”
4
  

• Drs. Dana & Maney note, “The best way to determine the meaning of a preposition is to 

study it in its various contexts and note its various uses.”
5
   

 

One case prepositions: 

ajna acc. up, among, between 

ajnti gen. opposite, instead of 

ajpo abl. from, away from 

eijß acc. into, to, in 

ejk           abl.              out of (εξ when used before a vowel) 

pro abl.  before 

sun          inst.             with, together with 

 

Two case prepositions: 
dia gen. through 

 acc. because of 

ejn           loc.                in, at, on 

 inst. by means of 

kata         gen.       down, upon, against 

                                                             
3 A.T. Robertson, A Grammar of the New Testament in Light of Historical Research (Nashville:Broadman, 1934), p. 

568  
4 Daniel Wallace, p. 360 
5 Dana & Mantey, p. 98 



 acc. along, according to 

meta         gen.          with 

 acc.  after 

peri gen. about, concerning 

 acc. around, about 

uJper gen.  in behalf of, for the sake of 

 acc. over, above, beyond 

uJpo         abl.           by (agency) 

 acc. under 

 

Three case prepositions: 

ejpi               gen.     on, upon, over 

 loc.  on, in, above  

 acc.  over, across  

para         abl.           from 

 loc.  with, beside 

 acc. beside, beyond, along 

proß gen. for, for the sake of 

 loc. at, on, near 

 acc.  toward, with, at 

 

 

Usage of the Preposition 

It is recommended the reader refer to a good lexicon for a more complete analysis of NT usage.  

ajnaajnaajnaajna     

Root meaning (accusative only): up. 

• Spatial – location “up,” or motion “upwards”  

• Distribution – (1) “to the number of” (Rev. 4:8); (2) “at the rate of” (Mat. 20:9); (3) “by 

twos” (Luke 10:1); (4) “by turns” (1 Cor. 14:27); (5) “in the midst of” (Mark 13:25)  

 

ajntiajntiajntiajnti    
Root meaning (genitive only): face to face. 

• Substitution – instead of (i.e., substitution - LXX Gen 22:13; Matt. 2:22), in place of (i.e., 

exchange – Matt. 20:28; Rom. 12:17) 

• Reason – because of (cf. Eph. 5:31) 

 

ajpoajpoajpoajpo   
Root meaning (ablative only): off, away from. 

• Separation – away from (Rom. 9:3) 



• Source – from, out of (1 Cor. 11:23) 

• Cause – because of (Matt. 18:7) 

• Agency/Means – by, from (Agency – James 1:13; Means – Matt. 7:16) 

 

 

 diadiadiadia     
Root meaning (accusative & genitive): two. 

1. Genitive 

• Agency – by, through (Matt. 11:2; John 1:3; Gal. 3:19) 

• Means – through (Acts 20:28; Eph. 2:16; Heb. 10:10) 

• Spatial – through (John 4:4) 

• Temporal – throughout, during (Mark 5:5; Acts 5:19) 

2. Accusative 

• Cause – because of, on account of, for the sake of (Mark 2:27) 
 

eijßeijßeijßeijß   
Root meaning (accusative only): within, in. 

Spatial – into, toward, in (John 20:3) 

Temporal – for, throughout (Luke 12:19) 

Purpose – for, in order to, to (Rom. 2:4; Gal. 1:6; 2 Thes. 2:13) 

Result – so that, with the result that (Rom. 5:18; 10:10) 

Reference – concerning, with respect to, in reference to (Acts 2:25) 

Advantage – for (1 Cor. 14:22) 

Disadvantage (opposition) – against (Luke 12:10) 

 

 ejkejkejkejk   
Root meaning (ablative only): out of, from. 

Source – out of, from (1 Thes. 2:6) 

Separation – away from, from (John 10:28; Gal. 3:13) 

Temporal – from (John 9:1) 

Cause – because of (John 6:66) 

Means – by, from (Rom. 1:17; Gal. 2:16) 

Agency – by (John 1:13) 
 

 ejnejnejnejn   
Root meaning (locative and instrumental): within. 

Spatial/Sphere – in (Luke 2:49; Heb. 1:3) 

Temporal – in, within, when, while, during (Matt. 2:1) 

Association – with (John 10:38; Jude 14) 

Cause – because of (John 16:30) 

Instrumental (or means) – by, with (1 John 2:3; Rev. 6:8) 

Reference/Respect – with respect to/with reference to (Rom. 11:2) 



Manner – with (Rom. 1:9; John 16:29) 
 

 ejpiejpiejpiejpi    
Root meaning (genitive, locative, and  accusative): upon. 

1. Genitive 

• Spatial – on, upon, at, near ( Mark 6:48) 

• Temporal – in the time of, during (Jude 18) 

•  Cause/Reason – on the basis of, because (Mark 1:22) 

2. Locative 

• Spatial – on, upon, at, near (Mark 4:26) 

• Temporal –at, at the time of (locative) (John 4:27) 

• Cause/Reason – on the basis of, because (Mark 1:22) 

3. Accusative 

• Spatial – on, upon, at, near (Rev. 3:20) 

• Temporal –for, over a period of (Acts 3:1) 

 

katakatakatakata    
Root meaning (genitive and accusative): down. 

1. Genitive 

• Spatial – down from, throughout (Mark 5:13) 

• Opposition – against (Matt. 5:11; Acts 24:1) 

• Source – from (Acts 20:20) 

2. Accusative 

• Standard – according to, in accordance to, corresponding to (1 Cor. 15:3) 

• Spatial – along, through, to, up to (Luke 10:32)  

• Temporal – at, during (Heb. 1:10) 

• Purpose – for, for the purpose of (2 Cor. 4:17) 

• Reference/Respect – with respect to, with reference to (Rom. 1:3-4) 
 

metametametameta    
Root meaning (genitive and accusative): in the midst of. 

1. Genitive 

• Association – with, in company with (Mark 3:7) 

• Spatial – with, among (Matt. 2:3) 

• Manner – with (Matt. 24:30) 

2. Accusative 

• Temporal – after, behind (Mark 13:24; Rev. 4:1) 

• Spatial – after, behind (Heb. 9:3) 
 

 paraparaparapara   



Root meaning (ablative, locative and accusative): besides. 

1. Ablative 

• Source/Spatial - from (Luke 2:1) 

• Agency – from, by (Luke 1:45) 

2. Locative 

• Spatial – near, beside (Matt. 28:15) 

• Sphere – in the sight of, before (Rom. 2:13) 

• Association – with (John 14:25) 

3. Accusative 

• Spatial – by (Mark 1:16) 

• Comparison – in comparison to, more than (Rom. 14:5) 

• Opposition – against, contrary to (Gal. 1:8-9) 

• Substitution – instead of (Rom. 1:25) 
 

periperiperiperi   
Root meaning (genitive and accusative): around. 

1. Genitive  

• Reference – concerning (Rom. 8:3; 1 Cor. 7:1) 

• Advantage/Representation – on behalf of, for (Eph. 6:18) 

2. Accusative 

• Spatial – around, near (Matt. 3:4) 

• Temporal – about, near (Matt. 20:3) 

• Reference/Respect – with regard/reference to (Titus 2:7) 
  

 propropropro  
Root meaning (genitive only): before. 

Spatial – before, in front of, at (Acts 12:14) 

Temporal – before (Eph. 1:4) 

Rank/Priority – before () 

 

proßproßproßproß   
Root meaning (genitive, locative and accusative): near, facing. 

1. Genitive 

• Purpose – for, for the purpose of (Matt. 23:5) 

2. Locative 

• Spatial – toward (John 18:16) 

3. Accusative 

• Spatial – toward (Luke 23:7) 

• Temporal – toward, for (1 Thes. 2:17) 

• Purpose – for, for the purpose of (Eph. 4:12) 

• Result – so that, with the result that (John 11:4) 

• Association – with, in company with (John 1:1) 



• Opposition – against (Eph. 6:12) 
 

sunsunsunsun    
Root meaning (instrumental only): together with. 

Accompaniment/Association – with (Luke 1:56) 

 

 uJperuJperuJperuJper  
Root meaning (genitive and accusative): over. 

1. Genitive 

• Representation/Advantage – on behalf of, for the sake of (1 Tim. 2:1) 

• Reference/Respect – concerning, with reference to (John 1:30) 

• Substitution – in place of, instead of (John 11:50) 

2. Accusative 

• Spatial – over, above (Gal. 1:14) 

• Comparison – more than, beyond (Matt. 10:24) 
 

uJpouJpouJpouJpo    
Root meaning (ablative and accusative): under. 

1. Ablative 

• Agency – by, through (Mark 1:13) 

• Means – by, because (Luke 8:14) 

2. Accusative 

• Spatial – under, below (Mark 4:21) 

• Subordination – under (Gal. 4:5) 

 
 



Preposition Meaning Guide
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 Direction Position Relation Agency Means Cause Association Purpose 

ajna up In, by       

ajnti   In exchange 

for, instead 

of, for 

  Because 

of 

  

ajpo from  for by  On 

account 

of 

  

dia through  for by Through, 
by means 

of 

Because 
of 

 For the 
sake of 

ejk Out of on   By means 

of 

Because 

of 

  

ejn into In, on, at, 

among, 

within 

besides in With, by 

means of 

Because 

of 

with  

eijß Into, unto, 

to 

In, 

among, 

upon 

As, for, 

against, in 

respect to 

  Because 

of 

 For the 

purpose 

of 

ejpi Up to, to Upon, at, 

on, in, by, 

before, 

over 

Against, 

after, in the 

time of 

  On 

account 

of 

 for 

kata Along, 

down, 
upon, 

throughout 

Down, 

from, 
upon, at, 

in, by, 

before 

According 

to, with 
reference to 

     

meta   after    with  

para Beyond, to 

the side 

of, from 

Beside, 

before 

Contrary to    with  

peri Around, 

about 

 In behalf of, 

concerning, 

about 

   with  

pro  before       

proß To, toward At, on, 

beside 

Against, 

for, 

pertaining 

to 

 By means 

of 

On 

account 

of 

with for 

sun  besides     with  

uJper beyond Over, 

above 

Concerning, 

for, instead 
of, on 

behalf of 

    For the 

sake of 

uJpo  under  by     
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